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Abstract

Most research on stylized image captioning
aims to generate style-specific captions using
unpaired text, and has achieved impressive per-
formance for simple styles like positive and
negative. However, unlike previous single-
sentence captions whose style is mostly em-
bodied in distinctive words or phrases, real-
world styles are likely to be implied at the syn-
tactic and discourse levels. In this work, we
introduce a new task of Stylized Visual Story-
telling (SVST), which aims to describe a photo
stream with stylized stories that are more ex-
pressive and attractive. We propose a multi-
tasking memory-augmented framework called
StyleVSG, which is jointly trained on factual vi-
sual storytelling data and unpaired style corpus,
achieving a trade-off between style accuracy
and visual relevance. Particularly for unpaired
stylized text, StyleVSG learns to reconstruct
the stylistic story from roughly parallel visual
inputs mined with the CLIP1 model, avoiding
problems caused by random mapping in previ-
ous methods. Furthermore, a memory module
is designed to preserve the consistency and co-
herence of generated stories. Experiments show
that our method can generate attractive and co-
herent stories with different styles, such as fairy
tale, romance, and humor. The overall perfor-
mance of our proposed StyleVSG surpasses
state-of-the-art methods on both automatic and
human evaluation metrics 2.

1 Introduction

Over the years, Image Captioning has made re-
markable progress (Xu et al., 2015; Guo et al.,
2020; Hu et al., 2022a). Factual image captioning
focuses on generating objective and neutral descrip-
tions of image content without considering style
characteristics. However, when describing images,

∗* Corresponding Author.
1https://openai.com/blog/clip/
2The code will be released at https://github.com/

DingyiYang/StyleVSG.

Factual Visual Story:
Check out our new vacation house by the lake. It has a 
great view of the water. We can go out in our boat and 
travel around. Then park over by the shore to do some 
fishing. It is nice to have a bbq at the end of the day .

Stylized Captions:
…
Pos:(3) Nice man and woman in a boat through water.
Neg:(3) Two stupid people on a lake in a rowboat.
…

Factual Captions:
(1) A large house sits on stilts in the water.
(2) Two people are outside by a river.
(3) A man and woman on a lake in a rowboat.
(4) A couple that is standing near a boat.
(5) The man is taking the lid of the grill.

Stylized Visual Story (SVST task):
Fairy Tale: Once upon a time, there was a fisherman 
and his wife lived in a little cottage close by river. And
when they came to the lake, there was a great deal of 
water. Then they rowed out into the lake. They rowed 
on till it came to an island. And the cook said, “now we 
have plenty of meat.”

Figure 1: Given an ordered image sequence from a
photo album, SVST aims to generate an attractive story
with specific styles. This story better reflects linguistic
styles at both syntactic and discourse levels than single-
sentence stylized captions.

people are likely to include specific styles, which
can make captions more attractive and emotionally
appropriate. Therefore, Stylized Image Caption-
ing (Mathews et al., 2016; Gan et al., 2017) has
recently attracted increasing research attention.

Existing works on SentiCap (Mathews et al.,
2016) and FlickrStyle10K (Gan et al., 2017) can
generate stylized descriptions comprised of factual
caption and additional stylistic words or phrases,
such as the positive and negative captions shown in
Figure 1, with the stylistic words highlighted. How-
ever, real-world styles are likely to be entangled
throughout the text, making it difficult to separate
style from fact. In addition, long text is better to
reflect linguistic preference, not only at the syntac-
tic level, but also at the discourse level. To step
forward from the previous stylized captioning task,
we propose a new task called Stylized Visual Story-
telling (SVST), which requires models to generate
a stylized story to describe a sequence of images (5
images in our following experiments). As the ex-
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ample illustrated in Figure 1, stylized visual stories
are much more attractive than stylized captions and
factual visual stories.

The lack of large-scale parallel data is the main
challenge for stylized image captioning (Li et al.,
2021; Tan et al., 2022), as well as for the new SVST
task. Current unsupervised methods either split
stylized captions into style- and content-related
tokens (Li et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2020), or disen-
tangle style and content implicitly (Tan et al., 2022;
Chen et al., 2018; Mathews et al., 2018; Gan et al.,
2017). But for many human-like styles, it is diffi-
cult to strip out a clear “style-related part”, such
as the stylized text “Once upon a time, there was a
fisherman and his wife lived in a little cottage close
by river”. In such cases, token-level separation is
not effective; latent-level split might also fail due
to a lack of supervision (Liu et al., 2022), leading
to incorrect alignment between visual content and
stylized descriptions.

In this paper, we propose a new framework
called Stylized Visual Story Generator (StyleVSG),
to generate attractive visual stories with target
styles. StyleVSG is trained on the factual visual
storytelling task using a paired dataset VIST 3, and
the stylized story reconstruction task using an un-
paired style corpus. Instead of applying latent-level
split methods, StyleVSG aligns roughly parallel
visual pairs for unpaired stylized text, avoiding
problems caused by random mapping (Liu et al.,
2022). Particularly, we leverage the large-scale
language-image pre-trained model CLIP (Radford
et al., 2021) to mine the most relevant visual con-
tent as input. In our story generator, we apply style-
dependent layer normalization and style-dependent
cross-attention to constrain specific styles; we fur-
ther design a memory unit to model the relations
among successive textual sequences and images, in
order to address the challenge of generating coher-
ent and fluent stories.

We carry out experiments to validate our pro-
posed method, using both objective metrics and
human evaluations. We consider multiple quality
aspects of the generated stylized stories, including
visual relevance, style appropriateness, and overall
coherence. StyleVSG outperforms previous meth-
ods in terms of overall performance on both objec-
tive and human evaluations.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

• To the best of our knowledge, it is the first
3http://visionandlanguage.net/VIST/

work to generate stylized stories for image
sequences without paired (images, stylized
story) data.

• We propose the StyleVSG framework to train
the model jointly by leveraging both paired
factual visual-story data and our unpaired styl-
ized story data.

• Both objective metrics and human evaluations
verify that our proposed StyleVSG can gener-
ate coherent stylized stories for an image se-
quence, achieving better overall performance
than other strong baselines.

2 Related Works

2.1 Stylized Image Captioning

Stylized Image Captioning (Mathews et al., 2016)
aims to describe an image with target styles, in or-
der to make image captions more expressive and
attractive. As it is laborious to construct large-scale
parallel data, most existing works explore unsu-
pervised methods. Some works explicitly divide
stylized sentences into semantic parts and style-
related phrases. Mathews et al. (2018) propose to
generate visually relevant semantic terms, which
are then translated into stylistic captions. Zhao et al.
(2020) propose a memory module to extract style
knowledge within content-related and style-related
phrases. Li et al. (2021) extend the existing dataset
using factual captions and possible stylized phrases.
These methods work well for simple styles like pos-
itive and negative, but they fail to work when the
target style is not implied in distinctive style-related
tokens. Other approaches attempt to incorporate
style information when generating captions from
a shared intermediate image-text space. Gan et al.
(2017) and Chen et al. (2018) propose to learn two
groups of matrices to capture factual and stylized
knowledge. Guo et al. (2019) propose an adversar-
ial learning framework to enhance overall perfor-
mance. Chen et al. (2019) apply style-dependent
layer normalization to control different styles. Tan
et al. (2022) detach text style representations in
stylized textual space, and then attach them with vi-
sual content representations. Lovenia et al. (2022)
propose a mapping network to align the visual and
semantic spaces of large-scale pre-trained models,
and apply style-related adapters to guide the gen-
eration of stylized stories that describe an image.
These implicit methods are prone to failure due to
the lack of supervision, leading to incorrect align-
ment through random mapping (Liu et al., 2022).
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Figure 2: Overview of our proposed StyleVSG, which is trained on paired factual VIST data and unpaired stylized
story corpus. (a) We illustrate the stylized story reconstruction task (Section 3.1.2) to show the overall framework.
The factual visual storytelling task (Section 3.1.1) does not include the pseudo paired-image seeker, instead taking a
real image sequence to generate a factual story; (b) During training, both tasks share the same set of parameters,
apart from style-dependent components (red) in the Story Generator; (c) The Story Generator is constructed of
a Memory Unit (Section 3.2.1) which records history information, and a Style-Oriented Decoder (Section 3.2.2)
which constrains different styles (factual/target style).

2.2 Visual Storytelling

Visual storytelling (VST) (Huang et al., 2016) aims
to generate a human-like story that describes an
ordered image sequence from a photo album. VST
is a challenging task because models need to un-
derstand not only the semantic meaning of each
image, but also the relations among images, and
generate fluent paragraphs and imaginary concepts
for storytelling. Huang et al. (2016) release a large-
scale benchmark dataset called VIST, which has
inspired many following works in this area. Some
of them (Yang et al., 2019; Hsu et al., 2020, 2021;
Xu et al., 2021) attempt to incorporate extra com-
monsense knowledge to generate more interesting
stories. Hsu et al. (2019) collect human edits of
machine-generated visual stories, helping large vi-
sual storytelling models generate more huma-like
stories. Other variants of VST include generat-
ing visual stories that incorporate emotional cate-
gories (Li et al., 2019), personalities (Prabhumoye
et al., 2019), and specific topics (Zhang et al., 2022).
However, there is no attempt to generate more fas-

cinating stories with real-world writing styles. In
this paper, we propose to generate stylized visual
stories, which faces challenges in both storytelling
and text style injection.

3 Method

Given an image sequence I = {In}5n=1, Stylized
Visual Storytelling (SVST) aims to generate a story
s = {sn}5n=1 in a specific style, where each sub-
story sn = {w1, . . . , wKn} consists of Kn words
in the word vocabulary. Please note that our task
is fully unsupervised because there is no paired
stylized data (i.e. in the form of (I, s)) for training.
To constrain the target style and fully leverage the
auxiliary paired data of factual stories, we apply a
multi-task training framework (Figure 2 (b)), which
attempts to achieve a trade-off between style accu-
racy and visual relevance. Specifically, we utilize
the VIST dataset {(I(i),y(i))}Ni=1 which contains
pairs of an image sequence I and its factual story y;
and a stylized corpus {t(j)}Mj=1 that only consists
of several stylistic stories t.
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Figure 3: Previous methods assume that there exists a
shared latent space Z (the shaded area in this figure),
which can be further mapped into factual/stylized tex-
tual space via gy/gt.The visual encoder eH is applied
to encode visual content H into the intermediate latent
space Z , and the textual encoder et is employed to en-
code stylized text t into Z . Ideally, eH and et could
align H and related t via the latent vector z in Z . How-
ever, it is hard to learn such an ideal shared space and
make accurate alignment (Liu et al., 2022). Instead, our
proposed StyleVSG learns Gy and Gt that directly map
from visual space to textual space.

The overall architecture of StyleVSG is illus-
trated in Figure 2 (a), which employs stacks of
transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017). We use the
pre-trained CLIP (Radford et al., 2021) to extract
high-level image features, and sum them with im-
age order embeddings as the model inputs. The Im-
age Sequence Encoder Ey/Et is employed to get
contextual visual representation H = {Hn}5n=1,
which are then fed into the Story Generator Gy/Gt

to generate each sub-story. As illustrated in Figure
2(c), the Story Generator consists of: the Mem-
ory Unit My/Mt, which records history informa-
tion to preserve the coherence and consistency of
generated stories; and the Style-Oriented Decoder
Dy/Dt which constrains different styles.

3.1 Multi-Task Training Framework

The assumption of previous latent-level split meth-
ods (Chen et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2022) is that there
exists a shared intermediate image-text space,from
which factual descriptions can be generated via gy
or stylistic descriptions can be generated via gt, as
shown in Figure 3. In the ideal condition, after
training, the visual encoder eH and textual encoder
et could align images and related stylized texts in a
shared latent space; the decoder gy and gt share the
ability to describe the same semantic content but
with different styles. Therefore, in the inference
step, they can firstly encode the image into a latent
code z using eH , and then apply gt to generate a

stylized description.
However, for complicated styles, stylized de-

scriptions might be completely different from fac-
tual captions, making it difficult to achieve the de-
sired results (Tan et al., 2022). There are two types
of problems as illustrated in Figure 3: (1) The
learned stylized and factual latent space are par-
tially overlapping. While making predictions, some
instances are encoded into the non-overlapping
space, making gt confused to generate stylized
texts with such latent vectors (like zy). (2) After
training, eH encodes visual content H into latent
vector z, while et encodes stylized text t into the
same z. However, H and t have different seman-
tic meanings. Therefore, gt will generate stylistic
descriptions unrelated to the visual content.

Instead, StyleVSG learns Gy and Gt that directly
generate text from shared visual space. This guar-
antees that similar input hidden states represent
similar semantic content. With paired factual data,
we could learn the factual story decoder Gy, cor-
responding to the task of Supervised Visual Sto-
rytelling. For unpaired style corpus, we consider
reconstructing stylized stories with roughly paral-
lel visual information, corresponding to the task of
Unsupervised Stylized Story Reconstruction.

3.1.1 Supervised Factual Visual Storytelling
With the VIST dataset, StyleVSG learns the image
sequence encoder Ey, memory unit My (described
in 3.2.1), and factual decoder Dy by minimizing:

LY =

5∑

n=1

nK∑

k=1

−log
(
pθEy

,θMy
,θDy

(w
n
k |wn

1:k−1, y1:n−1, I)
)
,

(1)

where θEy , θMy , and θDy are the parameters of Ey,
My and Dy; yn is the n-th sub-story and wn

k is the
k-th word in a sub-story.

3.1.2 Unsupervised Stylized Story
Reconstruction

Since there is no paired image sequences for styl-
ized stories, we mine roughly parallel visual in-
formation using CLIP (Radford et al., 2021), a
pre-trained model trained on 400 million image-
text pairs. Benefiting from the large-scale training
data collected online, it has the power to find the
closest visual sample for natural language, even
with a specific style. In a sample story t from the
stylized corpus, for each sentence tn, we propose
to seek the closest image Ĩn in the source photo
set V 4, considering both overall and local similar-

4V = {I(i)n }5n=1,
N
i=1 is the photo set of VIST.
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ity. Concretely, we apply spacy5 to extract noun
chunks {Nc}Cn

c=1 in each sentence, forming a sen-
tence set Sn as {Snc = “a photo of Nc”}Cn

c=1. The
final similarity alignment score is computed by:

S(tn, I) = Sim(CLIPtexttn,CLIPimageI)

+

∑Cn
c=1 Sim(CLIPtextSnc,CLIPimageI)

|Sn|
,

(2)

where Sim refers to cosine similarity. An example
of a mined image sequence is shown in Figure 2.

Through the above process, we get a roughly
parallel image sequence Ĩ = {Ĩn}5n=1, which are
applied to reconstruct the stylized story t. The loss
function is formulated as:

LT =
5∑

n=1

nK∑

k=1

−log
(
pθEt

,θMt
,θDt

(wn
k |wn

1:k−1, s1:n−1, Ĩ)
)
,

(3)

where θEt , θMt , and θDt are the parameters of Et,
Mt and Dt; other definitions are similar to those in
Equation (1).

3.1.3 Training Process
Note that it is a challenging training task if Ey and
Et, or Gy and Gt are totally independent. To make
constraint, the two tasks share the same image se-
quence encoder E and memory unit M , while the
decoder has partially dependent parameters to con-
strain styles (factual/target style). In general, our
training loss function is as follows:

L
(
θE , θM , θDy , θDt

)
= λLY

(
θE , θM , θDy

)

+ (1− λ)LT (θE , θM , θDt) ,
(4)

where θE and θM are the set of parameters in
shared E and M ; θDy , θDt are parameters for the
style-oriented decoder; λ is the hyper parameter.

3.2 Memory-Augmented Style-Oriented Story
Generator

We propose a Story Generator which consists of
the Memory Unit and Style-Oriented Decoder.

3.2.1 Memory Unit
Understanding the history of a story can improve its
coherence and reduce its redundancy. Inspired by
MART (Lei et al., 2020), we design a memory unit
to store history in previous images and sentences,
serving as a latent story-line. Here we take the
visual storytelling task as an example to describe
the process of memory augmentation.

When generating a sub-story yn, we aggregate
visual hidden states Hn and the memory state

5https://spacy.io/api/doc#noun_chunks

Mn−1 from the previous step. Concretely, we
project Hn into an intermediate memory hidden
state Hn, then feed a multi-head memory attention
module with the following inputs:

Q = Hn

K,V = [Mn−1;Hn]
(5)

The memory-augmented hidden states will then
pass through a feed forward layer, and be merged
with the visual hidden states Hn using a residual
connection and layer normalization. Finally, we
obtain the augmented H ′

n as input for the style-
oriented decoder.

Meanwhile, we update the memory state with
Hn and yn (the memory intermediate state for the
CLIP feature of sentence yn):

Un = MultiHeadAtt(Mn−1, [Hn; yn], [Hn; yn])

Cn = tanh(WmcMn−1 +WucUn + bc)

Zn = sigmoid(WmzMn−1 +WuzUn + bz)

Mn = (1− Zn)⊙ Cn + Zn ⊙Mn−1,

(6)

where Wmc,Wuc,Wmz,Wuz are trainable weights,
and bc, bz are trainable bias.

3.2.2 Style-Oriented Decoder
As shown in Figure 2 (c), the parameters of the
layer normalization and cross-attention compo-
nents are style-dependent to constrain the linguistic
style (factual/stylized), inspired by Jin et al. (2020)
and Chen et al. (2019). Specifically, the style-
dependent layer normalization would transform
the layers’ activation x into a style-specific normal-
ized activation:

x̂ = γs(
x− µ

δ
)− βs, (7)

where µ and δ are the mean and standard deviation
of x. γs and βs are style-specific parameters.

Our style-dependent cross-attention aims to ap-
ply diverse attention strategies for specific styles, as
different styles might focus on different semantic
content during prediction. The attention function
among the cross-attention layer is defined as fol-
lows:

Q = query ·W s
q

K = key ·Wk

V = value ·Wv

Att(Q,K, V ) = Softmax
(
QKT

√
d

)
V,

(8)

where the query refers to H ′
n; key and value refer to

embeddings of previous words; the parameter W s
q
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is specified for different styles to pass information
based on the current style; d is the dimension of
the hidden states.

During inference, the style-specific parameters
γs, βs, and W s

q of the target style are used to gen-
erate stylized stories.

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

VIST Dataset The visual storytelling (Huang
et al., 2016) dataset consists of 210,819 images
and 50,200 stories collected from 10,117 Flicker al-
bums. Our experiments use the same split settings
as in Huang et al. (2016), with 40,098 for training,
4,988 for validation and 5,050 for testing. Each
sample contains five images and a factual story
with five sub-stories.

Three Target Style Corpus We collect stories
from the open-source Project Gutenberg6 (Hart,
1992) in three different styles: fairy tale, romance
and humor. We process the original long stories
into several short stories, as detailed in Appendix
A.1. Each story sample consists of five sub-stories.

Table 1: Data size of three target style corpora.

Fairy Tale Romance Humor

Train 71,340 70,744 41,392
Valid 8,917 8,842 5,174

4.2 Implementation Details

We adopt the fairseq code base (Ott et al., 2019).
For story generation, we build a vocabulary dic-
tionary with 30,820 words and replace words that
appear less than 5 times with [UNK]. Both our
transformer-based encoder and decoder are com-
posed of 6 stacks of multi-head attention layers and
feed-forward layers, with a hidden size of 512 and
attention heads of 8. For the memory module, the
length of the memory state is set to 1 (Lei et al.,
2020). During training, we apply the Adam op-
timizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014), with 64 factual
stories and 64 stylized stories for each epoch. λ
is set to 0.5 for multi-task training, which ensures
a trade-off between style and sentiment. During
decoding, we adopt beam search with a size of 5.

6https://www.gutenberg.org/

4.3 Baselines

We compare our proposed StyleVSG with the fol-
lowing strong baseline methods:

Seq2Seq+STRAP We first apply our framework
to generate factual stories, which achieve compa-
rable SOTA results in the VST task, and then use
the unsupervised text style transfer method STRAP
(Krishna et al., 2020) to obtain transferred stylized
stories.

DLN It applies an intermediate latent space from
the visual space to generate factual or stylized text
(Chen et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2022), as shown in
Figure 3. For the sake of fairness, we use the same
architecture as StyleVSG. The only difference is
that we apply CLIP text features as input for the
stylized story reconstruction task.

SemStyle Mathews et al. (2018) employs visual-
relevant semantic terms to generate stylized cap-
tions. This method can be ported to SVST task,
by using the overall image sequence to generate
semantic terms for each sub-story. Here we ap-
ply two methods of generating semantic terms: (1)
SemStyle-GRU denotes to use a GRU-based de-
coder to predict story-like terms (Hsu et al., 2020).
(2) SemStyle-Transformer denotes applying our
memory-augmented framework, which can gener-
ate more concrete semantic terms.

5 Results and Discussions

5.1 Automatic Metric Results

We evaluate our results from three aspects: seman-
tic relevance, style accuracy, and fluency.

• Semantic relevance is measured by METEOR
(Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) and CIDEr (Vedan-
tam et al., 2015). METEOR is reported to be
most consistent with human evaluation in VST
task (Huang et al., 2016); and CIDEr is efficient
to measure visual relevance (Vedantam et al.,
2015). Here we utilize the open source evalu-
ation code7 used in previous works.

• Style accuracy (CLS) is estimated by a style clas-
sifier, which is fine-tuned from the BERT-base
classifier (Devlin et al., 2018). For each style,
a binary classifier is trained on stories with the
target style and stories from the VIST training
set. The classifiers achieve an average accuracy
of 98% on the validation set.

7https://github.com/lichengunc/vist_eval/
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Table 2: Automatic evaluation of StyleVSG and several baselines (Section 4.3). w.r.t. METEOR (M), CIDEr (C),
style accuracy (CLS), Geometric Mean (GM) and perplexity (ppl.). The main metrics are GM(·), which measures
the overall performance of sentiment and style; and ppl. , which stands for fluency. We color the best score for the
main metrics. The best result on each aspect is bolded and the second best is undelined.

Style Model M↑ C↑ CLS↑ GM(M, CLS)↑ GM(C, CLS)↑ ppl.↓

Factual StyleVSG 36.6 12.1 - - - -

Seq2Seq+STRAP 30.0 4.2 54.38 40.39 15.12 41.55
DLN 29.5 1.6 74.57 46.90 10.92 17.13
SemStyle-Transformer 30.1 5.0 79.58 48.94 19.95 26.47
SemStyle-GRU 28.9 3.9 97.54 53.09 19.50 19.63

Fairy tale

StyleVSG (Ours) 30.2 4.8 98.35 54.50 21.73 9.48

Seq2Seq+STRAP 30.6 5.2 20.63 25.13 10.36 45.13
DLN 29.7 1.2 48.38 37.91 7.62 20.51
SemStyle-Transformer 30.6 6.1 34.30 32.40 14.46 28.96
SemStyle-GRU 28.4 3.9 79.24 47.44 17.58 22.53

Romance

StyleVSG (Ours) 30.8 4.8 83.46 50.70 20.02 12.03

Seq2Seq+STRAP 30.6 5.5 13.71 20.48 8.68 40.67
DLN 29.5 1.4 33.82 31.59 6.88 19.21
SemStyle-Transformer 29.5 4.4 62.30 42.87 16.56 33.63
SemStyle-GRU 29.0 3.2 75.60 46.82 15.55 33.47

Humor

StyleVSG (Ours) 31.0 4.6 80.23 49.87 19.21 12.75

• Fluency is judged by the average perplexity score
(ppl.) of three GPT-2 models (Lagler et al., 2013)
fine-tuned on each stylized story corpus. Lower
ppl. means more fluent and appropriately stylized
(Zhao et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021).

To measure the overall performance in terms
of both semantics and style, we follow Hu et al.
(2022b) and Tan et al. (2022) to compute the geo-
metric mean score, which is denoted as GM(·).

Table 2 summarizes the results from our
StyleVSG and other compared models. For all
styles, StyleVSG achieves the best score in the
most important metrics, “Geometric Mean (GM)”
and “perplexity (ppl.)”. We observe that for the
token-level split method SemStyle, performance is
highly dependent on the quality of semantic terms.
If the terms are inaccurate or insufficient, it will
generate stories with stylistic imaginations but with
bad visual relevance, as show by the results of
SemStyle-GRU. If the terms are more accurate, the
semantic scores are better. However, the generated
stories will be limited by factual-like terms, result-
ing in lower style accuracy, as shown by the results
of SemStyle-Transformer. Furthermore, for com-
plicated styles such as fairy tale, there are many
stylistic semantic terms, such as “king” and “fish-
erman”, that may not be generated by a term gener-
ation model trained on the VIST dataset. For the

Table 3: Results of three StyleVSG models, each hold-
ing a single style; and a single StyleVSG-Multi model
holding multiple styles. The average score GM is cal-
culated using the geometric mean of METEOR (M),
CIDEr (C) and style accuracy (CLS). Overall, the per-
formance is competitive.

Style Model M↑ C↑ CLS↑ GM↑
StyleVSG 30.2 4.8 98.35 24.25

Fairy Tale
StyleVSG-Multi 30.2 4.3 99.1 23.43

StyleVSG 30.8 4.8 83.46 23.11
Romance

StyleVSG-Multi 30.7 4.8 79.1 22.67

StyleVSG 31.0 4.6 80.23 22.53
Humor

StyleVSG-Multi 31.2 5.2 83.08 23.80

latent-level split method DLN, even with the same
structure and applying CLIP text features as input,
the performance is much worse than StyleVSG,
verifying the limitations of latent-split methods as
described in Section 3.1.

To demonstrate the flexibility of our model, we
expand it to include three target styles, which we
call StyleVSG-Multi. Specifically, we simultane-
ously train the factual visual storytelling task on
the VIST dataset and the stylized story reconstruc-
tion task on the three target style corpora. Ex-
cept for style-specific parameters, all other param-
eters are shared. The results are shown in Table
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Factual (GT):

[Female] and [Male] were both very happy to see each other. The
walls were full of pictures and paintings. It was a great place to see 
all the treasures of art. It was the grand palace of [Female]. And the 
ceiling was full of beauty, it had been a magnificent palace.

The couple took photos in front of the tower. And then saw a giant 
painting. Before viewing many other paintings. And even a room with 
a huge chandelier. Then they went into the most beautiful room of all.

After a time they reached the capital of [Location]. And the walls were 
covered with paintings. It was built of precious stones. And the great 
hall was covered with gold, so that it looked like a king's palace. The 
walls and ceilings were of pure gold.

Fairy Tale:

[Female] and [Male], who had been in love with each other. And the 
walls were painted by [Male]. The walls were filled with all kinds of 
colours and paintings. And the palace was filled with great grandeur,
but there was no room for them. And she was not the only one who 
had ever seen any of them before.

Romance:

Humor: We had been walking through the woods, and there was no doubt about it. 
And we had to make our way through the woods. We were married in the 
forest, and it was a beautiful sight to behold. “I am going to marry you!” said 
Mrs. [Female]. I am glad to be married now, but it's a long time that we 
have been in the woods.

It was a beautiful day for our wedding. The ceremony was professional. 
We even wrote our own vows. We held hands during the ceremony, 
symbolizing the relationship we both share with each other. We posed for 
pictures after the ceremony .

So they went on together, and when the prince came to their own country.
And they gave each other a cup of gold. They were married, then the 
wedding took place. And then they put their hands in the palms. They 
lived happily ever after, the wedding was celebrated with great pomp.

“I do not know,” he said to her as she walked down the path. He said,
with a toast to his wife. And then they said their vows to each other. “I do 
not know what it is.” said [Male], putting his hand on the shoulder. And 
they were married together, the happy couple had been engaged in their 
lives.

Fairy Tale:

Factual (GT):

Romance:

Humor:

Figure 4: Examples of stylized stories generated by our proposed StyleVSG. Note that the goal of Stylized Visual
Storytelling is to describe a photo stream with an abstract story, which reflects a specific linguistic style and contains
imaginary concepts.

3. StyleVSG-Multi can achieve almost the same
performance as StyleVSG (three models for three
styles), but with far fewer parameters.

5.2 Human Evaluation Results

We also conduct human evaluations using three
metrics: (1) Relevance that measures relationship
between the generated stories and the source photo
stream. (2) Style appropriateness which means
how well the stories express the target style. (3) Co-
herence that measures the inter-sentence coherency
of the whole story. Following the standard in Guo
et al. (2019), relevance is rated from 0 (unrelated)
to 3 (very related), coherence from 0 (unreadable)
to 3 (perfect), and style appropriateness from 0
(bad) to 3 (perfect).

We randomly select 50 image sequences from
the testing set and generate stylized stories with dif-
ferent models, resulting in a total of 50× 3 visual-
story pairs. Each pair to be evaluated contains 5
images and 5 sub-stories. In this evaluation, we
focus on fairy tale style, which is the most dis-
tinctive and attractive. The results are collected
from 14 evaluators8, and the average inter-rater
reliability is 0.71 in terms of Pearson Correlation
Coefficient (Fleiss and Cohen, 1973). As shown
in Table 4, StyleVSG achieves the best score in all
three metrics.

8Graduate students who are fluent in English, and familiar
with research of text generation.

Table 4: Human evaluation results (Section 5.2) on
three aspects.

Model Relevance↑ Style↑ Coherence↑
STRAP 2.15 1.08 1.45
SemStyle 1.46 1.35 1.34
StyleVSG 2.37 2.22 2.16

Table 5: Ablation studies on fairy tale style. As in Hu
et al. (2022b), the average score GM is measured by the
geometric mean of METEOR, CIDEr, CLS and 1/ppl. .

Model M↑ C↑ CLS↑ ppl. ↓ GM↑

StyleVSG 30.2 4.8 98.35 9.48 6.23

w/o OE 30.2 4.6 97.57 9.48 6.15
w/o Mem 30.6 4.0 98.10 9.83 5.91
w/o VisMem 29.9 4.1 98.09 9.26 6.00
w/o MultiTask 29.1 3.6 94.48 13.82 5.17
w/o ITM 29.2 2.7 97.38 8.23 5.53
obj input 29.0 2.0 91.70 8.89 4.95

5.3 Ablation Study
We conduct ablation studies to verify the effective-
ness of different components.

w/o OE To evaluate the contribution of image
order embedding, this feature is removed.

w/o Memory To evaluate the contribution of his-
tory memory, we remove the memory unit M .

w/o VisMem To verify the contribution of visual
memory, we only use previous textual information
when updating the memory unit.
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w/o MultiTask To verify the effectiveness of our
multi-task training strategy, we first train a factual
visual storytelling model using the VIST dataset,
and then use the stylized corpus to fine-tune it.

w/o ITM While mining roughly parallel visual
pairs, instead of applying image-text matching, we
try to retrieve the most similar sentence in factual
VIST stories, and apply the corresponding image
as pseudo image.

Obj input For each stylized sub sentence sn, we
find 10 most related visual objects in the photo set
of VIST to reconstruct stylized story.

The results of ablation studies are reported in Ta-
ble 5. We can observe that: (1) Without the image
order embeddings, the style accuracy and fluency
drop, which indicates that temporal information
benefits the specific stylistic structure of a gener-
ated story. (2) Removing the memory unit reduces
the fluency of generated stories, which demon-
strates the effectiveness of our memory-augmented
structure. (3) If we only apply textual history to
update the memory state, the overall performance
drops. This suggests that visual memory primarily
benefits visual relevance, as judged by METEOR
and CIDEr. (4) After fine-tuning on the stylized
corpus, when we do inference on VIST image se-
quences, the domain gap will confuse the model.
Our multitasking setting could guarantee both con-
tent preservation and stylization. (5) Without apply-
ing image-text alignment, the quality of pseudo im-
ages will drop significantly, leading to the decrease
in semantic metrics. (6) Although the pseudo ob-
jects for one stylized sub-story are more closely
related to this story, some of them are unlikely to
come from the same photo, which can lead to a
drop in final performance.

5.4 Qualitative Examples

Figure 4 represents some stories generated by
StyleVSG in three different styles: fairy tale, ro-
mance, and humor. Our model can generate attrac-
tive stories for photo streams taken in our daily
lives. The linguistic style is reflected throughout
the entire story. More cases can be found in Ap-
pendix A.2.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new task of stylized
visual storytelling, aiming to generate attractive
stylized stories for a photo stream. By applying

style-dependent components and multi-task train-
ing, our proposed StyleVSG is able to generate
stylistic stories without paired (images, stylized
story) corpus. Furthermore, our memory unit can
preserve the coherence of generated stories. Exper-
iments demonstrate that StyleVSG achieves better
overall performance for complicated styles.

Limitations

While imaginary concepts are encouraged in styl-
ized visual storytelling task, it would be better if
these literary imaginations are more related to vi-
sual contents. In order to improve semantic rele-
vance, we could restrain models from generating
visually unrelated descriptions, or make pseudo im-
ages more related to stylized stories. However,
the former solution is likely to harm the style
expression by decreasing stylistic imaginations.
For the latter scheme, we have tried to generate
pseudo visual inputs with pre-trained text2image
model (Ramesh et al., 2022), however, there is a
domain gap between photos in VIST and images
generated with stylized sentences. It would be a
challenging and interesting problem to be explored
in the future.
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Romance:

Factual (GT): We went to the game last night. It was absolutely packed. But, 
as you see, we were all happy to be there. We reverted to being 
children with the food. The center court display was impressive. 
All the couple there had a great time .

It was a great night for the game. It was the first time I had ever 
seen him in my life. And then he gave me a great deal of food. 
The game was very close to me, I could not bear it. I knew that 
my husband was in love with me .

Factual (GT): My place was pretty awesome for having barbecues. [Female] 
smiled as she sat next to [Male]. The food was abundant and 
spectacular. [Male] advanced toward [Female] toward the end of 
the night. He ended up being best friends with the dog instead .

Factual (GT): We decided to have an event at the church so we had a chance 
to meet and get to know new members. Some of us arrived early 
to prepare. Our friend gave a speech about what the church 
meant to her. A couple of new members listened intently. We 
had refreshments to serve after the services .

[Male], who was the master of his house. And [Female] , with a 
smile on her face. He had brought a loaf of bread and butter. And
his wife, who seemed to be in love with him. He was the only one 
who had ever heard of him .

Romance:

There was a great deal of laughter in the church. The church was 
full of people and women. Mrs. [Female] was the first to speak. 
And Mr. [Male], who had been listening to the sermon. With a 
bowl of tea on the table.

Romance:

Factual (GT): When I got back from work there was a lot of people in my apartment. 
They had a surprise Halloween party for me. They were all very 
happy to see me. Some people had some great costumes. I was 
really happy they threw the party.

Factual (GT): Today we went to the gymnastics competition. There were so many 
different age levels there. We did tumbles and splits and lots of other 
moves. Afterwards the parents of smaller children posed with the little 
ones for photos. What a great day it was to celebrate.

Factual (GT): The marching band marched in the parade. They began to play their 
instruments. When the parade began they marched along with the 
floats. The student body even had it’s own float. All of their friends 
and family was there to cheer them on.

I do not know what to think about the costume of a woman. I think it 
would be funny to say that she was a witch. I am not sure if you are a 
fool. You have got to be a villain, but I do not know what it is. I am not 
sure that you are the only person who ever met a woman .

Humor:

There was a great deal of excitement in the crowd. And then the 
crowd began to scream, “I do not know what you were doing.” And 
[Male], who was waving his arms on the stage. All the girls were 
called up to receive their awards. And that was the end of it, there 
were so many people.

Humor:

There was a marching band at the school today. The first was called, 
and there were a number of them. The school band was playing a 
great number of instruments. There was an old person of [Location], 
who had a great deal to do. “I do not know,” said Mr. [Male], “I am 
going to have a good deal of fun at the school.”

Humor:

Figure 5: More examples of romance and humor stories generated by StyleVSG.

A Appendix

A.1 Style Corpus Processing
When processing long stories from the open-source
Project Gutenberg9 (Hart, 1992), we break them
down into shorter sentences. If the sub-sentences in
one long sentence have more than 3 noun chunks,
we consider it to have enough visually-related in-
formation and aggregate them as a new sentence.
After processing, each story sample consists of 5
aggregated sentences.

In addition, we apply a name entity recognition
tagger 10 to replace the low-frequency words. The
names of person, location, and organization are
replaced by [Male]/[Female]/[Person], [Location],
and [Organization], respectively.

A.2 More Generated Examples
In Figure 5 and 6, we represent more examples of
stylized stories generated by StyleVSG.

9https://www.gutenberg.org/
10https://github.com/kamalkraj/BERT-NER

Factual (GT): Dinner table set up for the guests before they come. Birthday cake is 
ready and set out for the falls birthday. People arrive and start 
talking and enjoying themselves. Some sit with the dog and relax. 
Then the birthday cake is cut .

The table was set with a great number of good things. And a cake was 
made for the king’s birthday. The cake was brought to him, so that he 
could eat it. And the dog was so pleased that he did not know what to 
do with it. And that was the end of it all, then he cut a cake.

Fairy Tale:

Factual (GT): Cat begging for food on the sidewalk. Taking a quick breakfast before 
going out. Going on a boat ride in the need by island. Going mountain 
bike riding with family and friends. Quick lunch after going bike riding .

The cat did not know what to do, but she was afraid of him. He told 
him that he was going to take care of her. And then he went down to 
the water’s edge. So he rode on, and got out of the mud. And said, 
“I will go with you to the place where we are going.”

Fairy Tale:

Factual (GT): The couple went on vacation. He dressed for the outdoors. They did 
a lot of exploring. They had to be careful when walking on the rough 
terrain. They really subscribed to the philosophy on this truck: one 
life-live it.

There was once a poor man who lived in the valley of [Location]. He
was a brave man, and had never been able to climb the mountain 
before. So he set out on his journey, and travelled for many days. He 
went up, and climbed a steep hill. And they set out for the mountains, 
where he found a place to rest .

Fairy Tale:

Figure 6: More examples of fairy tale stories generated
by StyleVSG.
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